Instructors and Trainees
In many instances, the instructors in programs of the 1960s were ethnic whites who were fond of remembering how they "came up the hard way," at times invoking the American "bootstrap theory" of social mobility (see Hershberg, 1981).  Increasingly, however, many of the n< trainees were young black men from urban ghettoes, people their instn tors could readily compare negatively with advantaged whites and labe! äs "out to get sornething for nothing." To many white ethnics, these young black men represented a threat (see Blumer, 1958; Pettigrew, 1980) .
In earlier times when mentors taught their proteges a trade or wo: skill, the process was often slow and guided by the cautious develop-ment of trust among participants. The "tricks of the trade" and othe: occupational secrets usually were only slowly divulged to "worthy," "likable," and "able" trainees, evaluations that were made subjective! and at times arbitrarily.
When young black men were introduced into this type of Job trainii to be instructed largely by white working-class instructors, the scenario became extremely complicated.  A certain amount of tension between divergent cultural groups may be anticipated and perhaps dismissed äs normal happenstance.  But with the introduction of race and the resulting competition for "power resources," many such instructors were no longer able to view themselves äs simply passing < skills and trades to deserving youths (see Bonney, 1972; Wilson, 1973 Kornblum, 1974). Rather, the instructor, who may have viewed himself äs a master craftsman, might have sensed that his own group interests were threatened by the prospect of training young black men for occup, tions once held by members of the instructor's own ethnic group.  The instructor was likely to experience some difficulty, if not profound psychological dissonance, in teaching something so dear to him äs his trade to people generally defined äs outcasts making spirited assault; on areas of influence and privilege traditionally (and legally) reserved for others he might more readily identify äs his own kind (s< Blumer, 1958; Goffman, 1963; Higginbotham, 1978).
Instructors at times resolved this dissonance by approaching minority trainees with a dubious attitude.  Doubtful of the basic potential of ghetto youths, they often relied on racial stereotypes i their dealings with them. But equally important, black trainees were often suspicious of their instructors, at times believing them to harbor racist attitudes and approaching them only with a certain amoui of hesitancy and caution. What was ostensibly begun äs an instructor trainee relationship sometimes became a full-blown racial, ethnic, an« class contest.
The problem of social friction between instructor and trainee is just one problematic area among many that must be addressed to gain insight into the more general issue of the effectiveness of Job programs.  First, in addition to the attitudes of teachers toward students, the attitudes of the trainees must be examined. What is th« manner in which these attitudes are expressed in both the job~trainin< context and on the actual Job? Second, it is necessary to examine th'

